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Symbolic Music RepresentationSymbolic Music Representation

logical structure based on symbolic elements logical structure based on symbolic elements 
representing audiovisual events, the relationships representing audiovisual events, the relationships 
among those events, and how they can be rendered among those events, and how they can be rendered 
and synchronized with other media typesand synchronized with other media types

generalizes music notation concepts to model the generalizes music notation concepts to model the 
visual aspects of a music score, and audio visual aspects of a music score, and audio 
information or annotations related to the music information or annotations related to the music 
piecepiece
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Symbolic Music RepresentationSymbolic Music Representation

overcomes the limitations of MIDI, which is good overcomes the limitations of MIDI, which is good 
enough to transport music event information (its enough to transport music event information (its 
main purpose), and it has limitations in producing main purpose), and it has limitations in producing 
satisfactory results on the audio and visual satisfactory results on the audio and visual 
representation sidesrepresentation sides

Overcome the limits of other well known and Overcome the limits of other well known and 
diffuse formats that are not suitable for multimedia diffuse formats that are not suitable for multimedia 
integrationintegration
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Symbolic Music RepresentationSymbolic Music Representation

The SMR is the  information behind the different The SMR is the  information behind the different 
music notation modelsmusic notation models
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Preliminary activityPreliminary activity
Music notation requirementsMusic notation requirements

Creation and Management of the MPEG AHG Creation and Management of the MPEG AHG 
on SMRon SMR

Set up and maintenance of several relationships with Set up and maintenance of several relationships with 
SMR actors and experts, > 300 nowSMR actors and experts, > 300 now
Architecture for integration into MPEGArchitecture for integration into MPEG--4 players4 players
Study of existing MPEG technologyStudy of existing MPEG technology

Study and review of all Music related XML Study and review of all Music related XML 
formats: formats: MusicXMLMusicXML, SMDL, MML, etc. , SMDL, MML, etc. 
WEDELMUSIC, CAPELLA, etc.  WEDELMUSIC, CAPELLA, etc.  
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IntegrationIntegration
Multimedia Music Notation: integration of music Multimedia Music Notation: integration of music 
notation and multimedia notation and multimedia 
Agreement/Integration of Music Notation with IEEEAgreement/Integration of Music Notation with IEEE
Notation and standardization with activities to follow Notation and standardization with activities to follow 
the evolution of the MPEG AHG on SMRthe evolution of the MPEG AHG on SMR
Consideration of the music notation description and Consideration of the music notation description and 
their usage in the libraries their usage in the libraries 
Integration of SMR with Integration of SMR with 

Braille and Spoken MusicBraille and Spoken Music
Korean MusicKorean Music

Etc.Etc.
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MUSICNETWORK MUSICNETWORK WGsWGs on on 
Music Notation and StandardsMusic Notation and Standards
Results of: WEDELMUSIC XML and project, Results of: WEDELMUSIC XML and project, 
CantateCantate, Harmonica, CUIDADO, Play, etc., Harmonica, CUIDADO, Play, etc.

Starting with contacts with: Starting with contacts with: 
Standards: SMDL (ISO), NIFF, MIDI.ORG and MPEGStandards: SMDL (ISO), NIFF, MIDI.ORG and MPEG

SMDL has been closedSMDL has been closed
Major format Major format proposersproposers of XML based Music formats of XML based Music formats 
and not onlyand not only
Major Music Notation Editors: Finale (coda), Major Music Notation Editors: Finale (coda), SibeliusSibelius, , 
CapellaCapella, , NoteheadsNoteheads, etc., etc.

According to the goals of MUSICNETWORK: According to the goals of MUSICNETWORK: 
integrating music and multimedia the preferred and integrating music and multimedia the preferred and 
more feasible path was selected to be MPEGmore feasible path was selected to be MPEG
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Why MUSICNETWORK and MPEGWhy MUSICNETWORK and MPEG

Exploitation of the MULTIMEDIA modeling and Exploitation of the MULTIMEDIA modeling and 
SynchronizationSynchronization

Widespread distribution of MPEG formats, that could Widespread distribution of MPEG formats, that could 
bring music notation in all devices and in the homes, bring music notation in all devices and in the homes, 
music notation for allmusic notation for all

This could lead to This could lead to 
A set of new and very interesting applications in the education,A set of new and very interesting applications in the education,
cultural heritage exploitation and entertainment, Icultural heritage exploitation and entertainment, I--TVTV
A relevant enlargement of the market for the related industriesA relevant enlargement of the market for the related industries

Specific Symbolic Music Representation model has to be Specific Symbolic Music Representation model has to be 
defined with requirements for modeling and integration defined with requirements for modeling and integration 
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Actions and MPEGActions and MPEG
MPEG already includes: MIDI and SAOL, SASLMPEG already includes: MIDI and SAOL, SASL……for audio and for audio and 
score.score.
July 2003. identification o what was missing in the MPEGJuly 2003. identification o what was missing in the MPEG
Oct 2003. Why the SMR is relevant for MPEG solutions  Oct 2003. Why the SMR is relevant for MPEG solutions  
Dec 2003. Which is the missing technology and its requirementsDec 2003. Which is the missing technology and its requirements
March 2004. Proposal of the Draft Call for Proposal for missing March 2004. Proposal of the Draft Call for Proposal for missing 
TechnologyTechnology
July 2004. Issues of the Call for Proposal July 2004. Issues of the Call for Proposal 
Jan 2005: Deadline of the CallJan 2005: Deadline of the Call
April 2005: assessment and selection of the formatApril 2005: assessment and selection of the format
July 2005: First WD as RM0July 2005: First WD as RM0
Start work on the standard production Start work on the standard production 
completing the work in the end of 2006 or begin 2007completing the work in the end of 2006 or begin 2007
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Well known Motivations Well known Motivations 

Lack of a common standard in the area of Music notation Lack of a common standard in the area of Music notation 
and Multimedia integrationand Multimedia integration

The EC has created the MUSICNETWORK among the The EC has created the MUSICNETWORK among the 
other activities also to solve this problem: other activities also to solve this problem: ““to make possible to make possible 
new applications and open new marketsnew applications and open new markets””

We have analysed the problems in the last years identifying We have analysed the problems in the last years identifying 
specific requirements in the area of Multimedia Interactive specific requirements in the area of Multimedia Interactive 
MusicMusic
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Well known Motivations Well known Motivations 

Music integrated with multimedia maintaining the interactive aspMusic integrated with multimedia maintaining the interactive aspects ects 
of music notation:of music notation:

Interactive music tutorialsInteractive music tutorials
Multimedia music publicationMultimedia music publication
Software for entertainment (sound, text and symbolic informationSoftware for entertainment (sound, text and symbolic information))
Play training, performance trainingPlay training, performance training
Ear training, Compositional and theory trainingEar training, Compositional and theory training
Compositional and theory trainingCompositional and theory training
Software for music management in libraries Software for music management in libraries (music tools (music tools 
integrating multimedia for navigation and for synchronisation), integrating multimedia for navigation and for synchronisation), 
Piano keyboards with symbolic music representation and Piano keyboards with symbolic music representation and 
audiovisual capabilitiesaudiovisual capabilities
Mobile devices with music display capabilitiesMobile devices with music display capabilities
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Music Notation ApplicationsMusic Notation Applications
Music Education and courseware constructionMusic Education and courseware construction

PC, iPC, i--TV, electronic lecterns, tablet PC, PDA..keyboardsTV, electronic lecterns, tablet PC, PDA..keyboards
Music analysisMusic analysis
CoCo--operative work on music notationoperative work on music notation
Virtual composers and orchestras  Virtual composers and orchestras  
Play training, hear training, etc. Play training, hear training, etc. 
Music for impaired, accessible music, Braille, Spoken Music for impaired, accessible music, Braille, Spoken 
MusicMusic

Music editing/viewing integrated with audioMusic editing/viewing integrated with audio--visualvisual
Electronic keyboard with audio visualElectronic keyboard with audio visual
Music formatting and transcoding from MN to other Music formatting and transcoding from MN to other 
visual aspectsvisual aspects
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Music Notation ApplicationsMusic Notation Applications
EntertainmentEntertainment

Karaoke: singer support, etc.Karaoke: singer support, etc.
Synchronizations, audio rendering, etc. Synchronizations, audio rendering, etc. 

Music distribution with DRMMusic distribution with DRM
Music sheet distribution Music sheet distribution 
Music plus audio visual distribution, distance learning, Music plus audio visual distribution, distance learning, 
etc.etc.

Multimedia music manipulation in archives, music Multimedia music manipulation in archives, music 
schools, music information schools, music information centerscenters, etc,, etc,

Searching technology, annotation in all domainsSearching technology, annotation in all domains
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Guitar solo: lesson 1 - improvising on major scales 

Music Education ScenarioMusic Education Scenario
Teacher 
explanations

Finger positions Hand position 
Virtual Reality Exercise 

tempo control

the music score

Score 
browser
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Music Library ScenarioMusic Library Scenario
Opera
Video or 
Virtual 
Reality

sound
controls

end user
annotations

Lyrics

the music score
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Multimedia Standards: Use case Multimedia Standards: Use case 

Augmented Web radio (IRCAM)Augmented Web radio (IRCAM)
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Multimedia Standards: Use case Multimedia Standards: Use case ––
Signed Listening Signed Listening ((MusicologyMusicology) (IRCAM)) (IRCAM)

Missing technology:
Multipage
Direct CD sync
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Benefits to be obtained solving ProblemsBenefits to be obtained solving Problems

creating innovative applications incorporating multimedia creating innovative applications incorporating multimedia 
integration with musical contentintegration with musical content

Creation of new products, exploitation of new marketsCreation of new products, exploitation of new markets
distribution multimedia music content on media devices, idistribution multimedia music content on media devices, i--TV, TV, 
PDAs, cellular phones, etc. (interoperability)PDAs, cellular phones, etc. (interoperability)
content and courseware for music educationcontent and courseware for music education
production of music notation and synchronisation with other production of music notation and synchronisation with other 
mediamedia
managing content in music archivesmanaging content in music archives
support for the interoperability among the above mentioned support for the interoperability among the above mentioned 
different applicationsdifferent applications
musical information for consumers with different accessibility musical information for consumers with different accessibility 
needsneeds
EtcEtc……
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SMR SMR ScenariousScenarious
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SMR Decoder into MPEGSMR Decoder into MPEG
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Working Draft Main ClausesWorking Draft Main Clauses
SMR SMR BitstreamBitstream syntax and semantics of the SMR syntax and semantics of the SMR bitstreambitstream..

SMR XML Format SMR XML Format syntax and semantics of the SMR format.syntax and semantics of the SMR format.

SMR Synchronisation Info SMR Synchronisation Info syntax and semantics of the syntax and semantics of the 
synchronisation Information between the SMR elements and the synchronisation Information between the SMR elements and the 
other audiovisual elements.other audiovisual elements.

SMR Rendering Rules SMR Rendering Rules syntax and semantics of the rendering rules syntax and semantics of the rendering rules 
that are applied to the SMR XML format for rendering.that are applied to the SMR XML format for rendering.

Relationship of SMR with other parts of the standardRelationship of SMR with other parts of the standard: : 
relationships of SMR with other parts of the MPEGrelationships of SMR with other parts of the MPEG--4 standard4 standard

SMR Profiles SMR Profiles contains the normative description of the profiles contains the normative description of the profiles 
related to SMR into MPEGrelated to SMR into MPEG--44
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SMR Rendering (RM)SMR Rendering (RM)

SMR Bitstream

SMR XML Format

SMR
MODEL

Justification
Module

Line
Breaking
Module

Engine

Visual 
Formatting

DRAW

Music render

SMR Rendering  
Rules

SMR Synchronisation Information
(to SMR Manager)
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CE on Accessible Music  CE on Accessible Music  

Accessible Music notation renderers into the SMR RM0 Accessible Music notation renderers into the SMR RM0 
software software 

Talking Music and Braille Music formatsTalking Music and Braille Music formats

Core Experiment Core Experiment 
Additions to the SMR RM0 to allow setting parameters to Additions to the SMR RM0 to allow setting parameters to 
define user requirements in Accessible Music Notation define user requirements in Accessible Music Notation 
renderersrenderers
Workplan for integration into SMR RM0Workplan for integration into SMR RM0
Use Case DocumentUse Case Document
Recommendation of additions to SMR RM0Recommendation of additions to SMR RM0
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CE on Korean MusicCE on Korean Music

Methodology for symbolic music representation of Methodology for symbolic music representation of 
traditional Korean musictraditional Korean music

Core ExperimentCore Experiment
XML listing for Parameter settings based on the Korean XML listing for Parameter settings based on the Korean 
Traditional Music requirements Traditional Music requirements 
SMR rendering rulesSMR rendering rules
Reference Software updateReference Software update
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Integration into MPEGIntegration into MPEG
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Original ProductOriginal Product
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SMR RM0 Main FeaturesSMR RM0 Main Features

It is a player, a decoder of SMRIt is a player, a decoder of SMR

Dynamic production of Visual rendering Dynamic production of Visual rendering 
from SMR, screen resize, etc. from SMR, screen resize, etc. 

positioning of music symbolspositioning of music symbols
justification of music staff (main score and parts)justification of music staff (main score and parts)

Dynamic production of SMR from MIDIDynamic production of SMR from MIDI

Dynamic production of Audio rendering in MIDI from Dynamic production of Audio rendering in MIDI from 
SMRSMR

Dynamic Transposition (user defined parameters for Dynamic Transposition (user defined parameters for 
changing rendering tonality and visual rendering, etc..)changing rendering tonality and visual rendering, etc..)

Dynamic editing (user defined parameters and annotations)Dynamic editing (user defined parameters and annotations)
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………………

SMR RM0SMR RM0
Player Player 
Small editorSmall editor


